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The Units of Speech Perception* 
Ilse Lehiste 
1. Introduction. 
Speech perception is a vast topic that might be approached 
in seYera.l different ways, Much interesting wprk has been done 
recently with regal".d to mode:J.s of speech perception. There is 
continuing interest in the -question of categorical perception and 
"!;he dif:ferences in perception depending onvhether or not a 
listen_er is responding in the speech' mode,; .:related auestions 
invo1ve the roie of lateralization in speech processing, -and the 
relationship b~tween speech perception and short-term memory. I 
have decided to limit t:qe topic ,'.t'o a survey 9f recent work_ 
concerning the units of speech perception. It will occasionally 
be necess~ry to relate. these units to uni ts of production; like...: 
wise, it will be impossible to refrain completely from discussing 
certain speech perception models... However. I shall not attempt 
e:>,tha.usti ve coverage 'or t~ese latter topic;;; -in fact) it 'Will not 
be possible to achieve exhaustive cbverage even o:f the more 
limited subject. However, I hope to touch upon some of the more 
interesting theories and experimental ftndings at the several-
levels at which :perception units .may be established, .I- shall 
proceed from the smallest to the largest, starting vith the 
perception of sub-phonemic phone.tic differences an~ concluding 
with clause-, and sentence-level units and their relationship to 
syntax. 
2. The· minimal units of sneech perception_. 
2.1. - Listening i_n the speech ni~. 
One of the problems in trying to est~blish irhat constitutes 
the m!nime.l unit of speech perception _is drawing a boundary between 
the perception of sign_als in a psycho-acoustic eXPerimeI1t (auditory 
processing} -and the perception of signals in a speech mode 
(phonetic proc:-:essing}. It is well kn0:·wn that an identical physical 
stimulus may be perceived in two different ways, depending on the 
psychological setting. For example, the F2 transitions of a 
synthetic CV syllable may sound as chirps of~ bird or as glides 
in pitch, when presented out <;>f _ ·cqntext; provided with e. :following 
synthetic v6vel, they signai the point of a;r:ticula.tion of the 
consonant preceding the vowel (Lioerrna.n, 1970}. The question 
is now whether listeners are capable of distinguishinp, subnhonemic 
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phonetic detail whil~ listening in a spe~ch mode. 
One of the characteristics of listening in a speech mode is 
the so-called categorical perception of phonemes. . This means that 
a listener'$ ability to discriminate variations in the acoustic . 
cue is much better at the boundary or ohone classes than within 
the pho11~ Cla~s (Liberman, Harris, Hoffman, and Grif.fith (1957); 
Li beman, Harris, Kinney, and .Lane ( 1961); Stevens, i,i berm.an, 
Ohman; and Studdert-Kenned:v-· ( 1969) ) • Presented vi t~ a set of 
sirp.ula.ted CV- syllables in .thich F2 transitions are separated by 
the sa.rne frequency intervals, the listener gro1.1ps tll.e transitions 
according to the hwriber of distinctive points of articulation 
employed in his language; within the range, adjacent sounds are 
classified as 'sam~ '-. and crossing fr9m one ranp,e to another, 
adjacent so~ds are classified as 1differerit 1 • 
There are some problems with categorical perception. In· 
early experiments., it appeared to work well for consonants, but 
poorly for vowels. Categorical perception appeared to be 
associated vith a discontinuity in aTticulation; in the case of 
vm.,els. there is no such articulatory discontinuity. which might 
explain a lack of .c'ti.tegqrical perception in vowels. . -•. 
The problem ha.s been recently re-considered by Chistovic.h 
and Kozhevnikov (1969-1970). It had been sho.rn earlier {Fry, 
Abramson~ E:i,mas !l.Ild Liberman (1992) ; Stevens, Li berinan, Ohmari ,-
and Studdert-Kerinedy {1969)) that listeners a.re capable of 
distinguishing among a ·1arge number of stimuli (synthetic voveis) 
which are cla,ssifieq. by them in the sa.me phonemic category. This 
result could be interpreted in two vays, One interpretation: is 
that phonetic images of vowels form a continuwn; in hearing a . 
vowelt the listerier 1locates• the stimulus on the continuum by 
reference to certain articulatory target positions kept in memory. 
The other interpretation is that a listener is capable of remembering, 
for a certain time, ~ot only the· phoneme '.vhich has been selected on 
the basis of the hear!l stimulus, but also some spectral character-
istics 9f the sound.- If the two stimuli which are bei11g c~mpared 
prove'to be different phonemes~ subphonemic spectral information 
is discarded (Chistovich, fant, de Serpa-:1.eit§.o, and TJernlund 
(1966); Chi~tovich, Fant, and de Serpa-Leitao (1966); Fujisa.ki 
and Kaw~shima (1968)). 
2.2. rhe"subuhonemic level, 
'rhe experiments discussed by Chistovich and Kozhevnikov 
showed that in certain cas~s, mru1 is capable of perceiving sub-
phonemic phonetic differences even ,..;hile listenin~ in a speech 
mode. This suggests that minimal units of perception may be found 
at a. subphonemic lev.el. A proposal to tha:t extent has been 
recently made by ·r,Hckelgren (1969a, 19691i), who submits 'context-' 
sensitive allophones' as candidates for the role of minimal 
perceptual uni ts. · 
Wickelgren claims that sounds are determined by context in 
such a way that~ for example, a /p/ preceded by /a/ and f9ltowed 
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by /i/ is uniquely determined as the kind o~ allo~hone that follows 
/a/ and precedes /i/, and such a.n. allophone of /p/ is different 
· fro1:1 one that is both preceded and followed by /a/. 
There are several problems connected with this model, some of 
vhich came un in connection ·.nth a recent study by Lehiste and 
Shockey (1971). In this paper, we explored the perceptual 
significance Of transitional cues in one or tlle other of the 
vowels of a vcv sequence that are due to the inrluence of the 
t~ansconsonantal vowel. Ohman (1966) had shown that the transi-
tions from the first vowel in a VCV sequence to the intervocalic 
consonant depend on the quality of the second vowel. Likewise, 
there a.re differences in the transitions from the same consonant 
to the same second vo.wel that depend on the quality of the first 
vowel. In our study, w~ used taped VCV sequences (where V = 
/i ai a u/ a.nd C = /p t k/) in which either the first or the second 
vowel was removed by cutting the tape during the voiceless.plosive 
gap. Although the transitional cues were present, and ·.rere of the 
same kind and order of magnitude as those observed by Ohman, the 
listeners w~re unable to recover the missing vowels from these 
modified transitional cues. 
According to Wickelgren's model, the context to which allophones 
are sensitive consists'or one preceding and one following sound; 
thus a fol~owing /i/ in an /api/ se~uence will not exert any 
influence on /a/, although it will influence the realization of 
/p/, The results of the experiment just reported might be considered 
supportive of Wickelgren's claim; although influence from the 
second vowel was physically present during the first vowel, that 
influence was perceptually insignificant. It would seem then that 
perceptually, the context to which allophones are sensiti.ve is 
indeed limited to one preceding and one followin_g sound. 
There is another possible interpretation: the transitions both 
to and from the intervocalic consonant a.re part of the consonant; 
thus it cannot be claimed a.t all that V2 he.s affected Vl, ·even 
though the transitions from Vl to· C have been modified. 
'!he first interpretation is supported by the vowel data, but 
contra.dieted by certain consonant data obtained in the same 
e:x:periinent ( Lehiste and Shockey ( 1971)) . Perceptuall~r, the 
influence of the tra.~sconsonantal vowel was insufficient to recover 
the missing vowel, thus allophones seem not to be sensitive to 
non-contiguous context. However. the first vowel in a Vl CV2 
sequence is coded, acco,rAing to Wickelgren's model, as UVc, the c 
being the same for different Yl's regardless of the quality, or 
even the presence, of V2, In other words, to take a concrete 
example, the first /a/'s in /api/, /apa/ and /ap#/ should all be 
identically coded as #ap, It seem5 reasonable to assume that if 
t.he context-sensitive allophone is the minimal unit of :perception, 
the context to which the allophone is sensitive should be perce~tible. 
Thus the /p/ should be eq_ually :perceptible, i.e. equally recoverable, 
Wlder all three conditions described above. Our experiments in 
consonant identification shoT~T extensiYe differences in identifi-
ability between consonants that appear in final position as a. 
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result of elimination of the second vowel on the one hand, or.as 
a result of having been produced by the spea..~er as unreleased 
fina.l consonants. on the other. Although the modifications of 
transitions to an interv-ocalic consonant due to the quality of a. 
follo-.dng vowel ..,.ere not sufficient to recover that vowel, the:,, 
did have an effect pn the identification of the consonant when 
the second vowel was removed. 
The stimuli used in the final consonant identification 
experiment should have been identical: the left-hand context of 
the intervocalic consonants and the unreleased final consonants 
vas the same, and the ri~ht-hand context vas effectively renoved 
by elimination of the releases. If identific;,.tion was based only 
on left-hand context, we would have obtained identical scores. 
Since the scores were considerably different, perception must have 
~een influenced by the anticipatory effect of the right-hand· 
context, manifested within the segment preceding the consonant. 
As a digression, I would like to remark that the claim that 
sounds are not sensitive to noncontiguous context ce.nnot be uoheld 
anyway in the light of historical sound changes. There are numerous 
processes vhich affect sounds, e.g. vowels, across intervening 
consonants and vice versa. For example, in the so-called palatal 
umlaut that has occurred in Germanic languages, there must have 
been a stage e.t vhich the /a/ of, say, /api/ was clearly distinct 
from the /n/ of /apa/. Whether the intervocalic consonants were 
involved or not is a moot question; it is difficult to prove or 
disprove whether in the Germa.nic languages the intervocalic 
consonant ;tas first palatalized and then lost its palatalization 
after transmitting it to the preceding vowel. There exist 
instances, however, in which a consonant that is otherwise 
susceptible to pa.la.taJ.hation was not palatalized by a followinir, 
high voYel under umlaut conditions. . 
Let us nov return to the second possible interpretation: 
that the transitions are not part of the vovel at all, but part 
of the consonant. ~en the vowel would consist only of the steady 
state. In principle, if e context-sensitive allophone is the 
basic unit of perception, the context to which i~ is sensitive 
should play a part in perception. In other words, if the transitions 
are part of the consonant, it should be possible to recover both 
the preceding and the following consonant in e ClVC2 sequence, 
given only the steady state of the vowel, We have not run such an 
experiment, but the recoverability of ci and C2, in the correct 
order, from the steady state of the vowel seems implausible 
considering ;;hat is known of-the effect of preceding and followin~ 
consonants on Yowel targets. For example, -both a preceding and a 
folloving /r/ '11111 lower the third formant of an interconsonanta.l. 
vo·.rel; but given only the stead,Y state, it will n.ot be possible to 
discover whether the lover,ing was due to left~hand or right-hand 
context. 
Wickelgrcn's hyp-othesis thus seems to be in need of modifi-
cation. It is clear that the effects of coarticulation reach beyond 
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contiguous sounds. On the other hand, the context is not always 
perceptually recoverable. 11; may be that the 'context-:sensi ti ve 1, 
allophones fit a production, model better than a perception model. 
The physical modificat~ons a.re undouhtedly there, but if the 
context of a context-sensitive allophone is not perce:ptible, it 
seems unjustified to asswne that context-sensitive a.llonhones ,a.re 
the basic units of perception. 
Considering allophones as minimal units of speech perception 
i.!'! one wa:y to approach a level of pe,rceptio~ lower than the phoneme. 
Anot4er is to consider phonemes as 11bundlesu of distinctive 
features, and to investigate perception at the feature level. 
There is no question but that certain featUt'es ~an be perceptually 
isolated. 1'r0l'll the 11bundles 11 in which they ap:pee.r; e.g. , voicing 
can be ~xtracted from the other characteristics 0£ a voiced 
consonant. The fact that feat-u:res can be responded to apart from 
the phone~s to which they belong supports tlic notion tha.t the 
brain is capable of parallel processing of incoming information 
(Miller and IUcely (1955)}. 
Parallel processing has been discu~sed in detail in several 
recent publications (Chistovich and Kozhevnikov (1969-1970); 
Bondarko, Zagorujko, l<ozhevnikov, Molchanov, and Chistovich (1968) 
(translated by I.L. (1970)); Libernan {1970)). In ei;sence, it 
means that the same ,physical signal (e.g. a frequency change in 
~he second formant} ca.rriea more tha.n one kirtd of information (e.g. 
the phonetic value of a yowel and the point of articulation of an 
adjacent consonant). A ~orollary assumption is that it is 
difficult, if not imposstble, to draw preci~e boundaries between 
acoustic segments in such a wa,,_y that the first acoustic segment 
would contain no information regarding the :perception of the 
second segment, and vice Yer5e.. 
It will turn out· that the first characteristic of parallel 
processing encourages us to seek the minimal units of speech 
perception at a level lower (in a,ciertain sense) than traditional 
allophones·~ while the_ second characteristic leads to the conclusion 
that the smallest units of perception must be located at a higher 
level--the level of something like a syllable. Let us consider 
both propositions in somewhat greater detail, and relate them to 
the rble of phoneme-sized units in speech perception. 
But first of a.11 I should :remark that an assumution of 
parallel processing ,,,.ould partly save Wickelp;ren • s 'i context-
sensitive allophonest e.s minimal units in speech perception: in 
efrect, the perception process could operate with information 
contained in several time segments, and the problem of non-
conti6Uous influence could be ignored. On the other hand, 
allophones would lose thei,r unft-like cha.r.~cter: their features, 
perceived senarately and in Parallel, would not necessarilv be 
coteriminous: and inst~ad or phone..:.like units '(which one as~umes 
'context-sensitive allophones' to be) we would be dealing wi~h 
something like 1long compo~ents' (er. Lehiste (1967-1970), 
discussing Harris (1944)). 
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The question of the perceptfon of sub-phonemic phonetic detail 
leads back to the.question of categorical perception: To the 
extent that listeners are capable of distinguishing between stimuli 
falling within the same phonemic category, we are dealing with 
the perception of sub-phonemic phonetic detail. Reference was 
made above to the. wo:rk of Chistovich et al. (1966a, 19660) which 
showed that listen~rs were ~bie to make finer distinctions in 
vowels than those·prescribed by their phoneme system. For 
evidence of sub-phonemic perception of a suprasegmental feature--
duration--I should like to quote Lisker and Abramson (1971). In 
their experiments with the duration of voice onset time, one of 
the authors serving as listener distinguished five clear labeling 
categories, while the phonemic system of English would provide 
only two. 
The differential perception of duration leads to the question 
of the perception of telll!Joral segments in speech, Several ~hone-
ticians llave expressed doubt concerning the possibility of perceptual 
segmentation of speech into units whose duration can be objectively 
established. It is, of course, known that acoustical signals are 
largely continuous; nevertheless, they also exhibit some drastic 
and abrupt changes. The continuous nature of the cl~es signalling 
the point of articulation has been used to argue that the minimal 
unit of perception is a unit of the order of a syllable (for a 
recent sµmmary, cf. Li berma.n, Cooper, Sha.nk\.reiler, and Studdert-
Kennedy {1967}). On the other hand, continuous speech signals 
are perceived in ordinary listening as if they consisted of a 
sequence of discrete units (phonemes). The question is vhether the 
boundaries of these units--or a modified version thereof--can in 
some ~a.y be associated with characteristics of the acoustic 
patterns. The basic question is thus whether it is possible to 
segment speech in a perceptually meaningful way. 
The obvious place to begin is to consider signals that differ 
only in the duration of a segment, in such a manner that the 
differences in duration are not associated with any qualitative 
differences. The voice-onset-time experiments provide one such 
condition; they have sho',lll both a. possibility of categorical 
perception {which would serve as evidence for the uhonemic level) 
as vell as subphonemic perception (providin~ evide~ce f~r the 
e.bility of' t.he ear to analyze duration in a phonetic rather than 
categorical manner). Further evidence is provided by lanr;ua~es 
with distinctiYe q_uanti ty. 
It is a linguistic fact that in some languages the length of 
a vowel or consonant may have distinctive ~uriction. Exneriments 
with synthetic speech (Lehiste {1970b)) sh~ that liste~ers a[ree 
in a very high degree in assigning linguistic labels.to stimuli 
that diff'er only in the duration of a vowel or consonant·. This 
implies that listeners are able not only to compare the duration 
of two stimuli (such as the duration of a voiceless plosive gap), 
but also to match the stimuli with some kind of 'durational 
image', an abstract durational pattern characterizin~ a par:ticular 
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word type. If a difference in duration of 10 milliseconds can 
switch li2% of the listeners from on.e category of linguistic response 
to another, the difference must b~ perceptually significant. 
Obviousiy it is impossible to teil, during the vcdceles~ plosive· 
gap itself', whether the plosive is qualitatively short~r or longer; 
the li_steners · must b~ comparing q.urattons, which. means that they 
must be using some fixed point o.f reference. I submit that at 
least in languages with distinctive quantity·, abrupt changes in 
the manner of articulation serve as refe~ence points with regard 
to timing judgments. 
1'his is fully in accord ·.tith the notion that speech is 
processed in parallel; .rhateyer the process by which the duration 
of one segment is co:mpa:red with t.ha.t of another ( or with a stored 
'durational imaP,e t) , .it can very well take place at the same time 
as the cues for noint of articulation are processed which are 
~xtrected from the same acoustic signal ( e .; g. the same vocalic 
sound). In .fa.ct, a.11· suprasegmental information must l;le :processed 
in a similar va,.v. For example, the presence of ,,oicing serves to 
establish the voicedness of a vocalic sound at the same time as 
a possibie fundamental. frequency change taking place during the 
voiced seginent may signal a distinctive lexical tone. I have 
discussed th'.e perception· of suprasegmentals in detail elsewhere 
(Lehiste · (l96T-70); Lehiste (i970a.), and .shail not elaborate any 
further on this topic within the present context. .. , 
There is addi tioJ:'.!a.l, somewliat circumstantial, evidence of the 
importance of the mariner of arti~ulation in speech perception. In 
a. study or t:he perceptual parameters of consonant sounds. Sharf 
{1971) established seven..:point scales for dµration, ·loudness, 
freq~ency; sharpness, and contact. Substantial number~ of 
significant differences were obtained oniy for duration comparisons 
based on manner of. articulation· (and for contact comparisons 
based on place of articulation; but since the contact·parameter 
was :specifi.cally chose.n to provide an indication of' how weli 
sub.lects related sounds to place of articulation, the latter 
finding appears unsurprieing). · :In a.n earlier study~ Denes (1963) 
showed that .manner of ~:rtkulatiol:). ca.Tries by· fnr the greatest 
functional load in th€':. English sound s~rstem, and suit,gested that 
tpe acoustic correlates of manner might be used for segmentation 
in automatic speech recognition systems. 
Perception of duration t}J. us. appears associated with the 
perception of manner of articulation .. Both represent perception 
qf phonetic detail which may or may not be distinctive. '.Phe 
perception of such phonetic detail serv~s to substantiate the 
claim that the minimal elements of speech perception must be 
located at the subuhonemic level, which may thus be. considered 
as established. · 
2,3. The phonemic level. 
The question is now whether the unit next in size is a phoneme~ 
like unit or a sylla'qle. The evidence for the psychological and 
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perceptual reality of phoneme-like uni ts·. has been summarized by 
Chistovt~l;l and Kozhevnikov .( 1970). Sa.viri and Bever ( i970) have 
argUed for the 11 n9n.;.perceptual ree.li ty 11 Of the pl~orieine: Let US 
review the arguments of Chistovich and Kozhevnikov first. 
Much of the evidence forphoneme-11.ke perceptual units· 
comes from. studies of categorical perc·ention (cf'. above). To 
the· extent that th~ categorica.l;pei'ception idea. is valid, tqe· 
psychological reality of phonemes as perceptual units must be 
accepted. There is a connection between cf.l.tegorical perception 
and the motor theory of speech perception; both seem to apply 
better to consonants than to vowels (or to other signa.ls of a. 
continuous nature) (Liberman {1957); Stevens (1960); Liberman, 
Cooper, Harris, a.ncl Ma.cI·reUage ( 1962}; Lane { 1965) ; Li berma.ri, 
Cooper, Shl.Ulk,...eiler·, and Studdert-Kenned,,v (1967); Studdert-Kennedy, 
Liberman, Harris, and Cooper (1910)). Chistovich and Kozhevnikov 
( 1969-70) have .shown, fir~t, that vowels are also perceptible ·· in 
a categorical fashion. Since the articulatory process involved 
is continuous rather than discontinuous;· this·would.argue against 
the motor theory., second, they suggested that tne number o~ 
categories ip vowel perceptiqn may be larger than the number of 
tra.dit.iona.l phonemes in the language; and further ' that a 
listener ~8 capable of remembering for a certain time n.ot only 
a. phoneme, but what they· call I timbre. descript:16n' -,.7"'subphonemic 
phoneti~ detail. which makes it possible to make" d~.stinctions 
within 13. category. The authors call their perceptµa.l categories 
•psychological phonemes'. It. has been shown, for example, that 
Russian subjects classify [f.J ·ano. [iJ a.s d-ifferent psychological 
phonemes t although they are never encountered in the. same 
environment and thus ma..v be considered e.:s constit;utinp; P...llophones 
of a single· nhone.me. Vowels between hard and soft consonants 
were classifi.ed by Russia."l subjects a.s belonging to d.i,fferen't 
sour~d types, al though they would a.gain consti t;ute positionally 
conditioned allophones accoz:q.ing to classical phonemic theory. 
·sa.vin and Beve'r {1970) studied the order in which J.istcners 
make decisio~s at the phonemic a.nd syJ,labic ievels in the course 
of speech perception. Their method was to ask a listener to 
morli tor a sequence of nonsense sylln.bles for the presence of a 
certain linguistic unit, either a phoneme or a syllable, and to 
respond (by releasing a telegraph key) a.s q_uickly as poss;ible 
when he bad heard it. The target we.s a complete syllable (e.g. 
"bl!b"' "smb"} or a phoneme from that sy-llable: the. syilable- . 
initini. consonant Phoneme for some subjects (e.i:c. lb/ or Isl) 
and the medial vow~l phoneme : for other subjects - ( e. g ~ /~ /) . 
SubJects responded more slowly to phoneme targets 'than to 
syllable targets (by 40 msec for /s-/. 70 msec for· /b-/ and 250 
msec :for medial /ai/}, Savin and Bever interoret these results 
as supportive of the vie•..r that phonemes a.re identified only after 
some larger linguistic sequence'(e.g. syllabies or words) of 
wbich they are parts. 7he real.ity of ·t.he !):tonefue, ,the authors 
say. is demonstrated independently of speech perception 
a.n;d production by the natural presence of alphabets, rhymes, 
spoonerisms, and interphonemic contextual constraints: · 
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These results do not disprove the existence of a phonemic 
level of perception, and therefore the title of the paper by 
Savin and Bever ("The nonperceptual reality of the :phoneme 11 ) 
appears somewhat misleading. Before the general conclusion is 
accepted, one would like to see "..l'hat the reaction times to 
final consonants are, i.e. whether subjects would respond more 
slowly to a final /-b/ than to the syllable /sab/. While not 
directly comparable to the reaction time experiments carried 
through by Fry {1970, to be discussed below), the results of 
Savin and Bever are sufficiently different from those of Fry to 
suggest additional studies. ·. 
It seems that a level of perception·at vhich phoneme-like 
up.its are responded to should be recognized; it remains to 
relate it to the other levels of perception for which evidence 
ha.s likewise been provided by studies of.speech perception. 
3. Hig_her-leve! wiit~ of percel'_tion. 
3.1. Unitary perception of sequences of segments, 
The parallel proc~ssing of speech signel.s is compatible 
·with the suggestion that the minimal unit of perception must be 
of the order of a syllable (Savin and Bever (1970); Liberman, 
Cooper, Shankweiler, and Studdert-Kenned..v (1967)). There is a 
good bit of evidence that the ear is particularly vell suited to 
the perception of changes in acoustic pe.ramete.rs rather -than 
their ste·a.dy states (Abbs and Sussman ( 1971)). Without going 
into details, let me Just recall the experience of most 
researchers who have synthesized isolated vowels: produced on 
a monotone, the vowels frequently seem to occupy a borderline 
between speech-like and nonspeech..,.li.ke stimuii, while the 
imposition of a fundamental frequency glide shifts the l_istener 
clearly into the speech mode. It is also well known that the 
majority of point of articulation cues of consonants are mani-
fested in adjacent vowels. It seems thus rea.sonable to iook 
for higher-level units of perception beginn~ng with sequences 
of two speech sounds. The first me..jor problem involves the 
perception of sequential order. 
Wickelgren's idea of context-sensitive coding could 
certainly explain the correct perception of sequential order; 
but the notion of parallel processing, which seemed essential 
for upholding that theory, ap:pears to be incompatible tl th the 
decoding of order from simultaneously received feature cues. 
The perception of temporal order is a vast topic, deserving a 
review on its own; I sh~l restrict myself in this sur,,ey to a 
few recent experiments which shed some new light on the.problem. 
The mechanisms employed in the perception of consonant 
clusters have been investigated in a. series of experiments by 
Bond (1971) and Da.y (1970a, 1970b). · 
·-·-···· ·····---···-----· · .. · ·-·--···-···----··"·-· . .. ····---·---- ........ -~---"·------ .. -- --~ 
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7he ;study 'b::,· Bond ( 1971) deals. explicitly with the 
perceptually unitary nature of cpnsonant clusters. Bond :Studied 
15 pairs of English words ~hich .differed from e~ch other onl~ 
in the order of obstruents in the cluster. The pairs /ps-sp/, 
/ts-st/ a.nd /ks-sk/ were all represented ftve times (some 
examples: task-tax; lisp-lips, coast-coat?}. The words vere 
produced by a male native speaker of English; randomized listening 
tests vere constructed, in which the signal was degraded by 
addition of white noise. 19 subjects took the listening test, 
,;,7iting do-wn ... hat they heard. Five of the subjects took the 
test a second time~ producing a spoken ri:.sponse (a repetition) 
to each stimulus. These subjects' responses were analyzed for 
reaction time in addition to being scored for correctness. It 
was found that reaction time was consis~ently faster for correct 
than for incorrect responses; but the pa.~tern of confusions for 
'WI"itten responses and spoken responses was .essentially the same, 
It was further found that reversal errors were th~ most common 
errors. Bond argues from this that minimal perceptual units 
must be larger than the phoneme. If consonant clusters were 
perceived phoneme oy phoneme, there is no reason for the listener 
to reverse the order. To be sure, the list·ener may occasionally 
be forgetful; but there is no reason to su:ppose that he would be 
more likely to forget the order of the consonants than to forget 
one or' the consonants. Since reversal errors were much more 
common than substitution errors, some special perceptual 
mechanisms must be postulated ·for the perception of consonant 
clusters. Bond's findings thus confirm a suggestion made by 
~eisser (1967), a.cpording to which a listener gradually learns· 
to distinguish a cluster like /ts/ from a· ciuster like /st/, 
rather than perceiving a sequence of /t/ :followed by /s/, or 
/s/ followed by /t/. Clusters of this type thus seem to constitute 
e. perceptual unit. 
Day {1970a) studied phonemic fusion in dichotic listening, 
in "which listeners received two speech· stimuli at the same time 
with various relative onset times. The stimuli differed in their 
initial consonants {e.g. lb<EQk~t/ and /l~~kQt/), On some trials, 
either /hBrikat/ or /l~')kat/ led by 25, 50, 75, or 100 msec; on 
other trials, both stimuli began at the Sllllle time. Sttbjects 
reported hearing /blml)kat/ regardless of which cons·ona.nt led. 
When specifically asked to judge the temporal order of the initial 
phonemes, most subjects reported hearing /b/ first, no matter 
·,1hether /b/ or /1/ a.ctua.lly led. Da.:r concludes that instead o.f 
processing temporal order in an accurate fashion, subjects 
responded to the stimuli according to the constraints imposed 
by the phonologicaJ. system of English, In English, stop+ liquid 
clusters are permissible in initial position. but liquid+ stop 
clusters do not occur. The responses thus clearly imply the 
presence of a linguistic level 9f processing. 
A similar study va.s carried out with reversible clusters 
(Day {1970b) }. Since there are no reversible clusters in .Engiish 
in initi!tl -position, a. final cluster was selected. The stimuli 
vere /~s/ a.nd /tmk/, whose fusion would yield acceptable 
English words in either order, viz. /U!!sk/ and /tt!!-ks/. All 
trials were dichotic pairs, consisting of /us/ to one ear 
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arid /tJBk./ to the other ea.r. The onsets oT the syllables were 
a.l.igned over a wide range of values: stimuli either started at 
the same time, or one or the other stimulus led in steps of 5 
msec to a 100 msec lead. 
In contrast with the nonreversible case, temporal order 
judgment •,ms very good when the cluster could occur in either 
order in the language. One of the temporal orders (/ks/) was 
somewhat more preferred. Day suggests that this may be due to 
the fact that the acoustic shapes of stop consonants undergo 
greater changes as a function or' context than do fricatives; 
thus tl1e acoustic sha.pe of /k/ in /t'<Bk/ may be more important 
, than that of the /s/, to the extent of biasing the perceived 
order of the two phonemes. (I would suggest that segmental 
duration v..ay have played a perhaps decisive 9art. The stimuli 
were synthesized with equal duration given to/~/ in both /t.ak/ 
and /t;E.s/. In actual sneech, /~/ would be longer before a 
fricative; thus listene~s may have been biased toward a /t.Eks/ 
response by the relative shortness of the /m/). 
In a further experiment, subjects were asked to decide 
""1"hich ear led, rather than ·.mich phoneme. Performance on the 
ear task vas much better: sub,jects were highly accurate, even 
though they were la.~guage-bound on the phoneme task. 
The difference between the results obtained with nonreversible 
and reversible clusters is explained by Day as follovs. 'l'W'o 
general levels of processing are postulated: a linguistic level 
and a nonlinguistic level, Both operate in normal listening 
situations, but the linguistic level appears to be prepotent: 
it ca.n effect selective loss of information obtained from the 
nonlinguistic level, Correct temporal order may be represented 
in the system at some po:i.nt"in time, but later stages of processing 
mold this information to conform to the linguistic structure of 
the language. Hence nonlinguistic information, concerning 
'acoustic shape and temporal order, may be lost or ignored. Day 
suggests that temporal order information is lost only after it 
enters higher stages of linguistic processing, 
3.2. Primary processing a.nd linguistics processing. 
Day called the two levels of speech processing vhich her 
experiments had isolated lingUistic and non-linguistic, It 
appears, however, that both levels have to be further subdivided. 
l!."'ven at the non-linguistic level, there is a difference in 
perception depending on whether one is listening in the "speech 
mode 11 • Evidence for this is available from many sources, among 
vhich are laterality studies (Studdert-Kennedy and Shankveiler 
{1970); Day and Cutting {1970)). I would like to call the 
process::i,ng of an auditory signal in the spe{;lch mode "phonetic 
processing". Attern.pts to separate auditory and phonetic modes of 
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processing have been recently discussed 'by Fujisaki and 
Ka.;ashiltia (1969) a.nd by Pisoni (1971), The linguistic level 
suggested by Day could perhaps be called the phonological level 
of speech processing. At this level, information available to 
the listener about the phonological structure of the language 
(e.g. information concerning permissible sequences) is interposed 
betwee.n primary recognition and perceptual decision, The 
experiments of Chistovich et al. (1966a, ~966b) regarding the 
mimicking and perception of vowels show the possibility of 
separating the phonetic and phonological levels of perception, 
a.s do the experiments in the perception of reYersible and non-
reversible cluster's by Jay. 
There are higher levels within the linguistic_ level of 
processing, and some attenipts have been made recently to explore 
them expe:rimenta.lly. A YeriJ intriguing set of experiments by 
Frf (1970) deals with reaction time to monomorphemic and bi-
morphemic words that are identical as to their phonemic composition. 
Fry used the minimal pair lacks/lax, serving both as spee.ker and 
listener. Responding 100 times to the randomized stimuli, he 
made only 2 wrong responses to 50 occurrences of lax, and like-
wise only two errors in responding to ~--a result surprising 
to Fry, who had not exoected a subject to be able to respond 
consistentl:l to the di f'ference bet·.teen · the two i terns. The mean 
reaction times vere 557 msec for lax and 518 msec for lacks, a 
difference that just misses significance at the .05 level of 
probability. Fry considers·it worth noting that the direction of 
the difference points to a longer reaction time to the monomorphemic 
vord. 
Fry also tested the reaction time to longer sequences 
differing in the presence and abs~nce of a word boundary. The 
i terns were the two sentences J~' §_ a sign of teffi!)ori zing nnd It~ 
a sign of temner rising, which .are segmentally identical in 
Fry I s pronunciation. ·There were six errors in the perception of 
50 presentations of tem-oorizing a.nd 3 in the case of 50 -presenta-
tions of temner rising. Mean reaction times {measured from the 
beginning of the syllable /tem/ in each case} were 711 msec for 
temporizing and 858 msec_ for temper rising, a difference which 
was significant below the .01 level of probability. Th~ item. 
containing the word boundary thus took significantl~r longer to 
produce a response, although the difference in duration between 
the t1,70 items wa.s ner,ligible ( 30 msec in a total of 1430 msec). 
Fry 1 s starting assumption had been that processing time 
increases with the complexity of the task. The results of the 
experiment with sentences support this viev; the two sentences 
differ in their syntactic structure, and it is quite probable 
that the syntactic level of processing was involved in addition 
to primary processing. Hovever, the results of the lax - lacks 
experiment seem to imply that a monomorphemic word presents a 
more complex task than a bimornhemic one. This a.nnears counter-
intuiti:v~; e.nd thei-e might be alternative explanations to Fry's 
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findings. ,:i::r the results should be substantiated by further 
experiments, it might be assumed that a bimorphemic vord 
contains more information than a monomorphemic vord and there-
fore can be processed faster. If additional data should show 
that the effect observed by Fry may have been due to chance, it 
might be concluded that there exists no separate morphemic level. 
of linguistic :processing, 
Such experiments were in fact carried through by Bond (1971). 
Bond used ten minimal pairs, each pair consisting of one mono-
morphemic a.nd one bimorpherrdc word of the same phonemic shape. 
Each pair of vords composed a sub-list, ·within which the two 
words were recorded in random order, e&ch word being produced 
ten times . _Care vas ta.ken to insure that the speaker intended 
the 'right' word every time. 29 listeners took the test, which 
consisted of 200 stimuli. Reaction times and correct scores were 
obtained by techniques similar to those used by Fry, 
'l'he overall score·s indicated that subjects were not able to 
identif'J th.e words c:orrectly at levels significantly above chance. 
The mean scores ranged from 45.1% for lax - lacks to 55.li:% for 
lapse - laps. 1rlhen the responses of the subjects to each 
production were analyzed, however, it was found that subjects 
were very consistent in their responses to some of the test items. 
Significant scores (at the .02 levei) were obtained for three 
items in the 20 nroductions of members of the pair bard - barred 
{ i5. 4 !Z, 84. 6% and 15 . 4 % correct)', ~d one i tern ea.ch ---rn-the pairs 
wade - weighed (100% correct), lax:-- lacks (18.2% correct), 
baste - based (85,7% correct) and mist - missed (100% correct). 
Asthe scores sho;.r, .mile the subjects could be highly consistent 
in agreeing on a particular response, they did not necessarily 
identify th~ word correctly; the identification scores f'or 
utterances on vhich the subjects agreed on one response were 
still at chance level {57% correct). 
There was no significant systematic difference in reaction 
time bet~een correct and incorrect responses. There w~s, however; 
some tendency f'or reaction time to be shorter to the bimorphe~ic 
word, ns Fry had discovered; the differences vere not statistically 
significant, 
This cannot be considered supporti\re of Fry's findings, 
because reec~ion-time differences become meaningful o~ly if the 
subjects can identify the words correctly, which was not the case 
with Bond's subjects. Bond explains the high degree of agreement 
shown by the subjects in response to some of the stimuli as 
follows. Faced ~ith the task of the experiment, listeners develop 
a strategy for ma.king use of fin~ phonetic detail (duration, 
spectral characteristics of' /s/ etc.). In t}?.is manner the~· arrive' 
a.t some consistent labelings. But since the identifications based 
on this strategy are equally likely to be correct or incorrect, 
the strategy cannot he considered to be part of ordinary speech 
perception. · 
Within the framevork developed in this paper, I would propose 
that we are dealing w_ith ~honetic processing rather th.an linguistic 
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processing. The perception o.f !'ine phonetic deta.ii is certainly 
doc'UJllented by Bond's results, but this information plays no 
:part in establishing a possible morphological level within 
linguistic processing. 
·~~ile the morpheme level evidently has to be rejected a.s 
a level of processing within the level of linguistic processing, 
it might be inq_uired whether a word constitutes a. perceptual unit 
at some level. Fry's reaction time experiments provide some 
evidence that the word is certainly not the minimWTJ unit of 
perception, In testing reaction times to 18 contrasts like bid-
big, or be~in-be~an, Fry found that in only three cases did the 
mean reaction time ·exceed the total duration of the stimulus. 
In most cases, subjects had no difficulty whatever in responding 
berore a word or syllable were complete. The processing mechanism 
'W'tl.S evidently capable of dealing with segments smaller. than the 
whole syllable or word. 
Whether the word constitutes a perceptual unit does not 
emerge from Fry's experiment with sentences containing the items 
temporizin~ - temner risin~. since in examples of this kind it is 
impossible to separate lexical dif~erences from syntactic ones. 
However, certain techniques have been developed within the past 
ten yea.rs for studying the perception of syntactic units, and the 
rest of the paper will deal with perception at this level. 
3.3. Perceution of syntactic units. 
To a large extent, recent studies of sentence-level perceptual 
units go back to a seminal paper by Ladefoged and Broadbent (1970). 
In the research on which the pa.per is based, La.defoged and Broad-
bent presented a series of tape-recorded sentences to various 
groups of listeners. During ea.ch sentence, a short extraneous 
sound (a "click") ve.s present on the recording, and listeners had 
to indicate the exact point in the sentence at which the click 
occurred, Errors were large comua.red to the duration of a. single 
speech sound; Ladefoged and Broadbent concluded that the basic 
unit of perception is larger than a phoneme, a.nd that the listener 
does not deal vi.th each sound separately but rather vi th a. f!roup 
of sounds. Subjective location of clicks, as reported by the 
subjects, differed from their objective location according to a 
regular pattern; Ladefoged and :Broadbent argue that the points 
tova.rd which the clicks were displaced constituted boundaries 
of perceptual units. 
Fodor and Bever (1965) used the same techni~ue to investigate 
the hypothesis that the primar1J units of speech perception 
correspond to the constituents of vhich a sentence is composed, 
i.e. the more abstract segments revealed by~ constituent analysis 
of the sentence prov~ded by the 5rammar of the language. Fodor 
and 3ever found that ciicks were attracted tovard the nearest 
major syntactic boundaries in sentential material. The number of 
correct responses was significantly higher in the case of clicks 
located obJectivel~· at major boundaries than in the case of 
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clicks locat~d within · ccmsti tuep.t:s. Fodor ~d Bever cons:tder 
the!3e results supportive . of the v.i~.r th.~t . the segment·s ~ked by · 
fo11M1 constituent structure an~;y:sis do in f'act func'l;ion.as 
pf.!roeptua1· units, and ._that the cl_ick displa.c~tnent is an et:f"ect 
which insures the integrity.of these units: the units resist 
click intrusion. . . 
In a ~ubsequent study, Garrett; Bever·and Fodor (1965} 
attempted.to determine whether ~he· earlier resu;tts should be 
inter]lreted as reflections of the assignment of constituent 
structure during the processing of $entencef!, or were rather 
effects of correlated · acoustic var.iables ( ~uch as pa.use and 
intonation) which tend to mark cgnsti tuent bo'1Jldaries in spoken · 
language. They constructed and .recorded pa.frs of sentences for 
which some string of lex:loaJ. it¢lils was connnon to ea.ch member of 
a pair. The common portions of ea.ch pair were inade a,.cousticaJ.ly 
identical by·cross-sp],icing, i.e •. by SJ>licing a l"eco:rde<,'l version 
or a portion of one member or the pair to the opposite member of 
the pair. When a spliced version· is paired vi.th a copy of· the 
or.iginal recording~ · 
{Example; A. ( In her hope of ma:rryirig) (Jinna. ...ras surely 
impractical,) . 
~- (Your hope or·ma.rrying Anna) (was surely 
_impractical:) • ) · · 
there are two i:lentences in which part of the a_cousti~ material 
is identical; but for which the constit;uent boundaries are 
different: The res~lts showed that exactly th~ same acoustic 
s:ignal was :rl:,!sponded to dif'ferently in eve-ry ce.se, arid the 
differences 'l!Tere unifor.mly as :!)redicted by t_he inten.ded variation 
in the constituent structure. 
· Bever, Lackner a.nd Stolz (1969) further t~&ted the hypothesis 
that the per~eptu~ segmentation of speech a,epends on transi tiona.l 
probabilities •. The fact that 'elicits are subject'i vely located 
at boundaries between clauses might ·1;,e-a reflection of the low 
transitional probability.between,cla.uses r~ther than a demon-
stra:tion that syntactic structure is actively ·used to organize 
speech processing. in this experiment, subjects vez:e asked to 
indicate the subjective location of clicks placed in s~ntences 
vhich differed in terms of transitional probabilities between 
clauses. It v~s found that high-probability i;;equence!';i witl)in 
clauses att;r:a.ct clicks, while low-probability sequence$ do not. 
Th.e authors interpret these results as indicati~,e tha.t ~ransi-
tionaJ. proba.bili ty ha.~ dif'fet'ent effects within, and bet.re en 
clauses and thus is not a general !riechan:j',srp. for the active 
segaientatic;m. of speech. · . 
. . in another set or experiments, :Be,•er, r~ackner and Kirk 
{1969} found that within-clause phrase structure boundaries do 
not significantly affect the segmentation of. spoken sentences, 
and that divisHms betvi:E:)n underlying structure sentences 
d¢1;.erm:i,ne segmentation .even in tl1.e absence of corresponding 
···~- . '·.----·--·-· ~ 
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clause division iri the surface nhrase structure. 
Inmost of these studies, ~ubjects were ostensibly involved 
in only-one task, nruneiy ciick localization; but in fa.ct they 
were performing a far more complex assignment. They had to 
listen to a. sentence, pay attention to the click, remember 
the sentence, ..rite.it down, remember the click location, Md 
mark that on the written· version of the sentence.· .The sentences 
ver~ usually- quite· long; it seerns obvious that we are dealing·· 
here with a. ~omplex interaction or perception and memory. 
Techniques used up to this point did not·a.ttempt to separate the 
effects of memory and perception. 
Ab.tams and.Bever (1969) attempted to minimize the effects 
of memory by giving the subjects a different task: pressing a. 
key in response to a click. · In. a. second presentation of tµ.t! test 
sentences, subjects had ~o write the sentences and locate the 
click as before. Reaction time'.s were thus o:btained in a.ddi tion 
to click localization data. 
The results turned out some'l.'hat ambiguous. Abrams and Bever 
had expected that clicks objectively occurring in clause bre~ks 
should receive faster reaction times than clicks in .any other 
location, This turned out not .to be so. There was also no 
syste:m~tic interaction between reaction time and subjective click 
location. Reaction time to clicks before clause breaks vas . 
aff'ected by clause· length and by familiarity -r..rith the sentence 
more than the reaction time to clicks after clause breaks. 
According to Abra.ms and Bever, this in.dicates that syntac,tic 
structure does.systematfcally· modify attention during speech 
perception. In sentencest ~he clause is a natural unit for 
internal perceptual analysis. During clauses one listens to the 
speech and nonspeech stimuli; a.t the, end of clauses one encodes 
pe_rceptually what was Just heard. Accordingly, a click at the 
end of a clause is respond~d to relatively slowlyj since it 
coincides with the point of:interna.l perceptual analysis of the 
preceding sentence.· At the beginning of a clause~_a click. is 
reacted to quickly because it conflicts with relatively little 
internal perceptual processing. 
Abrams and Bever suggest further that the attentional 
system tapped by the rea.ctipn-time measure. is distinct from the 
behavioral process which produces the systematic errors in click 
location.· Immediate reactioil time interacts with the process of 
developing the internal perceptual organization of speech. 
Listeners first organize the speech into·major segments, then 
they relate the speech a.nd c],ick temporally. It is this latter 
process that maintains the integrity of the speecn.units a.s 
revealed in the location of clicks. 
In another study, Bever, Kirk and Lac:kn~r ( 1969) tried. to 
a.void conscious participation of the listeners altogether by 
measuring their galvanic akin response to shocks. In this 
experiment, subjects heard sentences in one ear, during which 
a brief shock was administered before, in or after the division 
between two clauses. The ga.lv.~ic skin response to shocks 
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objectively at the end of a clause was larger than the response 
to shocks a.t the beginning of a clause. Bever-, Kirk and 
Lackner viev this as confirmation of the hypothesis that the 
syntactic structure of a sentence can. influence systematically 
the change in skin resistance in response to a mild shock 
presented during the sentence. 
Im independent effect wa.s that galv~ic skin response to 
shocks at the end or a clause decreased as a function of clause 
length; responses to shock at the beginning or a clause were 
relatively unaffected by the length of the preceding clause. 
According to the authors, this supports the claim that listeners 
respond to the syntactic structure of speech as they hear it. 
Fodor and Garrett {1971) revised the earlier view that 
click loca~ion is affected only by major constituent boundaries. 
Under appropriate conditions (when a listener is given more than 
the usual amount of time to consider a sentence), ~~nor boundaries 
vere found to affect click location. Fodor and Garrett suggest 
that assignment of minor constituent boundaries is a relatively 
late operation in the processi~g of sentences. If the listener 
has a chance rpr developing a more fine-grained analysis of the 
sentence containing a click, effects of minor constituent · 
boundaries on click location are increased. 
·The series or studies just reviewed thus pr~sents the 
following claims: listeners use grammar activeiy to impose 
syntactic structure on the s~eech stimulus as they hear it. 
Listeners respond in terms of the underlying structure of the 
sentence rather then its surface structure. Acoustic cues alone 
do not determine the boundaries of perceotual units. 
Certain of these findings have been· challenged in several 
recent studies. Abra.ms and Bever (1969) had found thnt subjects 
did not react faster to clicks placed in major constituent 
breaks than to clicks within the constituents. Holmes a.nd 
Forster (1970) found exactly the opposite: reaction.times to 
c.licks at the major syntactic break of the sentence were faster 
than reaction times to clicks not at a break. This confirmed 
their hypothesis that processing load is a function of the surfa~e 
structure of sentences, and that it decreases at major constituent 
boundarles. 
The second result of the study by Holmes and Forster is 
likewise in direct contrast to the findings reported by Adams 
and Bever: reaction times were slm.rer when the click was in the 
first rather than in the second half of the utterance. Holmes 
and Forster interpret this result likewise in terms of differential 
processing loads. It is obvious that these results place in 
question the conclusions drawn by Abrams and Bever from their 
· data. 
Chapin, Smith and Abrahamson (1972, in press) produce a 
detailed critique of Bever, Lackner and Kirk (1969) who had 
claimed that underlying structure sentences a.re the primo.r~r uni ts 
of immediate speech processing. Chapin, Smith and Abra.~amson 
round that clicks were attracted to major surface constituent 
boundaries, even when these did not coincide ¥ith the boundaries 
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of underlying structure clauses. Another finding was that 
clicks a.re attracted to preceding constituent botinda:ries. This 
suggests an, overriding perceptual strategy in speech processing: 
the listeners attempt to close constituents of the highest 
possible level at the earliest possible point .. 
Bond (1971) studied both click localization and reaction 
time, te~ting the· hypothesis that subjec:'ts segment an incoming 
sentence on the basis of stress and intonation J)atterns. Reaction 
time is then predicted to be shorter to clicks between phonological 
phrases, and longer to clicks within phonological phrases; it is 
also expected to be different to clicks located in stressed 
syllablest as compared to clicks placed in unstressed syllables. 
When reaction time to clicks in stressed and unstressed 
syllables was compared, it was found that reaction time we.s 
significantly faster to the click located in an unstressed element, 
either in the consonant preceding the unstressed vow~l or in the 
unstressed vowel itself. Subjects were. much more accurate in 
locating a click vhen it occurred in a stressed vowel than when 
it occurred in a consonant or in a.n unstressed vovel (correct 
scores l,6% vs. 12%) ~ Clicks were thus much less likely to be 
'attracted away' fr9m stressed vowels than from unstressed vowels; 
the error responses , however, ·.rore in the, direction toward major 
boundaries. 
Re.action time was also examined on the basis of an 'intonation 
phrase', i.e. any phrase that was demarcated by a clea.r intonation 
curve. Reaction time was found to be progressively slower as the 
click occurred further into the intonation phrase; thus there is 
a correiation between reaction time and the position of the click 
within an intonation phrase. 
Bond suggests that in sentence perception, the listeners 
segment :the sentence into phrases defined on the basis of stress 
and intonation; they then process the sentence further, to arrive 
at a syntactic analysis, Reaction time is apparently sensitive 
to initial see;mentation, while ~lick localization is sensitive to 
the finai analysis : 
3. 4. 'i'he Role of Stress in the Perception of Sentence-Level ·uni ts. 
Bond's study did not attempt to separate the parts played 
by stress a.nd intonation. I conducted an experiment, described 
below, to inYestigate further the role of stress in click locali-
zation. 
The purpose of this experiment was to explore the role 
played by suprasegmental features, especially stress, in the analysis 
of an incomi.ng sentence. If the assmnption is true that linguistic 
processing presupposes phonetic processing, i,t stands to rea;on 
that stress and intonation are not ignored by a listener in the 
perception oi' a sentence, This, as may be recalled, ha.s been more 
or less generally assUJ:1ed since the 1965 paper by Garrett, Bevel' 
and Fodor (cf. above), 
It vas decided to place cl.icks in identical positions vithin 
a sentence, varying the stress in such a manner that the words 














